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Dear reader,

In Amsterdam we want everyone, both young and old, to get 
enough exercise. unfortunately not all citizens of Amsterdam 
manage that now. ‘De Bewegende stad’ is a programme where 
we try to stimulate physical activity by organizing public space 
in such a way that exercise is encouraged. think of car-free 
neighbourhoods, wider sidewalks to play on, more room for 
surface swimming, outdoor sports facilities such as continuous 
jogging routes, urban sports zones and alternative bike paths. 
But many citizens of Amsterdam spend the majority of their 
days indoors; in the office or at home. It is precisely here, 
inside buildings, where much can still be achieved in terms of 
encouraging physical activity. An example is making the stairs 
more easily accessible than the elevator. or knowingly placing 
frequently used functions within walking distance. other ways of 
encouraging physical activity is by placing the entrance on the 
first floor, or providing stair access to the roof.

these, and dozens of other inspiring examples can be found in 
this book. I invite anyone working on buildings in Amsterdam, to 
configure space in such a way that it invites physical activity.

I hope you enjoy this inspiring read,

eric van der Burg, 

Deputy Mayor city of Amsterdam, 
Alderperson spatial Planning, sports, health and Welfare
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this book presents a study of how building design can encourage 
people to engage in physical activity. It is part of ‘the Moving 
city’ (De Bewegende stad), a programme by the city of 
Amsterdam.
the Moving city focuses on the interface between human 
activity and the urban form. combining expertise in the fields 
of human behaviour and urban planning is a major challenge in 
this regard. this challenge lies in shaping the physical domain 
to create conditions that help make physical activity an ongoing 
and intrinsic part of the lives of those who live and work in 
Amsterdam, as well as visitors to the city.

Prologue
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In their 2010 paper Bewegen moet beloond worden! (Movement 
should be rewarded!) gadet et al. concluded that people walk and 
cycle more in a high-density urban environment with a close-knit 
functional mix and logical, attractive routes for slow traffic. (1) An 
international study performed in twelve countries demonstrates 
that, all over the world, spatial conditions play an important role 
in the degree of human physical activity. (2)
the Moving city encompasses all levels of urban planning. At the 
urban level, key factors include networks, building density and the 
location of amenities. In neighbourhoods, street patterns and the 
presence of green space are among the elements that influence 
the physical activity of its residents. At street level, pavements 
need to be wide enough for children to play, while benches at 
regular intervals enable the elderly to take a brief stroll.
Finally, the design of buildings also determines if, and to which 
degree people are inclined to move. this forms the focus of this 
book. It offers clues for active design in buildings and thereby 
invites developers and architects to incorporate this aspect into 
the development of housing, schools and office buildings.
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references
cross-references are used throughout 
the book to provide context for the issues 
discussed. these references are clearly 
marked in green.

the first two chapters refer to external 
literature sources or the four experts 
interviewed by the authors. the toolkit 
contains references to either the 
introductory chapters, literature sources 
or the interviews. In the fourth chapter, 
toolkit and Building types, references are 
only made to the toolkit.

two types of code are used in the body 
text:

(#) Incrementing numbers between 
brackets. these refer to a source in 
the bibliography in the appendices.

(X) letters A, B, c, D between 
brackets. these refer to one of 
the four experts interviewed by 
the authors. summaries of these 
interviews can be found in the 
appendices.

reading guide
the goal of this study is multifaceted. the first is to introduce 
active design in buildings as a theme by drawing on existing 
literature and precedent research. In addition, a toolkit has been 
developed, aimed to inspire designers, developers and policy 
makers to work with this theme.
the study is divided into five chapters:

the 1. Introduction establishes the direct link between physical 
activity, health and happiness. various sources are cited to 
underline the importance of physical activity.
the second chapter, 2. Buildings and Physical Activity explores 
the relationship between buildings and physical activity in 
greater depth. Following an analysis on why many buildings 
discourage activity, this chapter puts forward an approach 
aimed at reincorporating physical activity into architecture.
In the third chapter, the so-called 3. toolkit, this approach 
is translated into a set of principles which can be applied 
in buildings. In the toolkit, the principles that encourage 
physical activity are examined individually and categorized 
along various lines.
the fourth chapter, 4. toolkit and Building types, applies the 
toolkit’s principles as interventions in four different building 
types. Following to the toolkit’s principles, physical activity 
is described in relation to the following building types: the 
high-rise, the residential Block, the school and the office 
Building.
In the 5. Appendices, all material relevant to the research is 
summarized. Besides a list of sources, it features summaries 
of interviews conducted with a number of specialists.

1.   Introduction
2.  Buildings and
     Physical Activity                                                                      

3.  Toolkit 5.  Appendices4.  Toolkit and 
Building Types
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Introduction
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Who wouldn’t want to live a long, happy and healthy life?

evidence has shown that physical activity is an important 
precondition for achieving this goal. numerous studies have 
demonstrated how physical activity contributes to a sense of 
happiness and vitality. Physical activity increases the number 
of healthy years we live and holds the promise of an enhanced 
quality of life as we age. It also reduces the risk of obesity and 
helps combat school dropout rates while leading to better overall 
performance, lower healthcare costs and less absenteeism at 
work.
regular exercise and playing outdoors, in particular, are key 
to an improved physical and mental health. research shows 
that participating in sports gives young people a better self-
image, more rewarding social interaction and lowers the risk of 
psychological problems such as depression, anxiety or aggressive 
behaviour. (3)

FroM InFectIous to chronIc DIseAses
over the past 150 years, humanity has made enormous progress 
in creating a healthier living environment. In 1890, infectious 
diseases were accountable for 19.1% of all deaths in Amsterdam 
(4) but by 1937 this figure had fallen to 6.9%. (5) this dramatic 
decline can be attributed not only to the significant advances 
in medical treatment but also to the housing Act of 1901. this 
Act included regulations to address abuses in the housing sector 
such as overcrowding, and shortcomings in weather resistance, 
ventilation, water supply and sanitation. (6)
In 2016, chronic diseases are the leading cause of death in the 
netherlands. Figures compiled by statistics netherlands also 
show that while life expectancy is increasing, the number of 
healthy years we live is decreasing, also in absolute terms. on 
average, a Dutch citizen now lives with a chronic disease for 
almost 38 years. (7)
the impact of this development is significant. the harvard school 
of Public health forecasts that the annual loss in gross national 
product (gnP) due to chronic diseases will rise exponentially 
from 3 trillion us dollars in 2015 to almost 47 trillion by 2030. 
(8) If we factor in the rising costs of healthcare and the declining 
workforce, an undesirable situation gradually begins to emerge, 
from both a humane and an economic perspective. (B)

As a percentage of annual mortality rates

thick = chronic disease: cancer, hart and circulatory disease,  
diabetes millitus, cara

thin = infactious disease: measles, scarlet feaver, smallpox, 
typhus, coup, diphtheritis, whooping cough, cholera, 

tuberculosis, dysentery, diarrhoea

(source: city of Amsterdam, Bureau of statistics)

thick = average number of years with a chronic illness

thin = healthy life expectancy at birth

(source: statistics netherlands, statline)

InFectIous vs. chronIc 
DIseAse In AMsterDAM

heAlthy lIFe eXPectAncy 
In the netherlAnDs
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43,1 %
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19,1 %
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0,1 %

1990

50,0 yrs

77,0 yrs

46,4 yrs

78,1 yrs

43,8 yrs

81,6 yrs

2000 2014
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When it comes to chronic diseases, the healthcare system 
in Western countries is primarily geared towards combating 
symptoms. this results in expensive hospital admissions 
and specialist treatments, while many chronic diseases can 
be prevented by lifestyle changes. (B) research shows that 
incorporating more physical activity into our daily lives makes a 
significant contribution to reducing chronic diseases.

chronIc Illness AnD PhysIcAl ActIvIty
Directly or indirectly, many chronic diseases are the result of our 
economy. Modern comfort, combined with sedentary labour, 
stress, poor eating habits and alcohol consumption contribute to 
the unhealthy lifestyle of the average Dutch citizen. Most of us 
are not sufficiently active and fall well short of the 30 minutes of 
moderate-intensity physical activity a day recommended by the 
Dutch standard for healthy exercise (nngB). (9) lack of exercise 
causes approximately 8000 deaths in the netherlands each year 
(6% of total deaths). research by statistics netherlands shows 
that insufficient exercise directly increases the risk of chronic 
diseases. (10)
obesity, whether or not due to physical inactivity, is a proven 
cause of chronic complaints. People with obesity are five and a 
half times more likely to suffer from type 2 diabetes than people 
who are not overweight, three times more likely to have high 
blood pressure and twice as likely to suffer from arthrosis and 
cardiovascular disease. the incidence of mental health problems 
also tends to increase as the Body Mass Index (BMI) rises. one 
particularly alarming development is that a disease such as type 
2 diabetes was once confined almost entirely to the elderly, but 
now regularly occurs in overweight children. (11)

arthritis

8,4 %

16,6 %

26,4 %

8,5 %

20,4 %

34,5 %

1,5 %
5,4 %

13,3%

9,8 % 11,0 %

15,2 %

high blood pressure diabetes type 2 mentally unhealthy

chronIc DIseAse AnD overWeIght

thin = no overweight, BMI < 25,0 kg/m2 
thick = moderately overweight, 25,0kgm2 < BMI < 30,0 kg/m2 
extra thick= seriously overweight (obesity), BMI > 30,0 kg/m2

(source: statistics netherlands, statline)
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huMAn nAture
If there is such a clear correlation between exercise and human 
(mental) health, then why are we still so inactive? of all primates, 
human beings consume metabolic energy at the highest rate 
(27% higher than chimpanzees), mostly to fuel our larger brains. 
(12) In order to provide the brain with energy, the human body has 
developed numerous energy-saving measures in the course of its 
evolution. these include efficient locomotion (13) and the capacity 
to store energy as fat for use in times of scarcity. (12) Ways of 
saving energy, also through inactivity, are a product of evolution.
never before have human beings consumed as many calories as 
they do today. Meanwhile, physical activity, once the mainstay 
of our daily routine, has been marginalized by advances in design 
and technology. sedentary jobs and automation have replaced 
physical labour, driving has supplanted cycling and walking, 
mechanical systems prevent us from having to climb stairs and 
outdoor play has lost ground to electronic entertainment. (14) the 
Dutch spend nine hours a day sitting down, which makes them 
the most passive population of europe. (15) the risks associated 
with a sedentary lifestyle are becoming more widely accepted. 
‘sitting is the new smoking’ is on its way to becoming a truism.

DAIly routIne AnD PhysIcAl ActIvIty
Many different factors contribute to our lack of physical activity. 
At the same time, the solutions that promote activity are versatile 
in nature and scope. Participating in sports on a weekly basis 
would make up a lot of the damage, but unfortunately not 
everyone possesses the necessary discipline to achieve this. 
luckily opportunities for physical activity can be found in the 
most insignificant daily routines. Identifying these opportunities, 
reinforcing them and increasing their frequency can provide a 
considerable boost to physical activity.
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Buildings and 
Physical Activity
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Buildings are promising environments for stimulating physical 
activity: after all this is where we spend 90% of our time. yet the 
design of the average building often leaves quite some room for 
improvement. All too often, the emphasis is placed on the efficient 
use of resources such as materials, time and money rather than 
on the potential benefits for its users.
encouraging physical activity means understanding the biological 
and psychological needs of human beings and taking these as 
a starting point. (c) A renewed understanding of these human 
needs and the subsequent decision making process enables us to 
design buildings that influence behavioural patterns. on the one 
hand, design can discourage sedentary and passive behaviour; on 
the other it can enhance the appeal of healthy choices.

MoDernIty AnD PhysIcAl ActIvIty
the past century has brought us many innovations driven by 
technological possibility or economic potential. While making our 
lives more comfortable, these innovations have often rendered 
physical activity superfluous. In 1854 the safe passenger elevator 
was invented by elisha otis, a development which would pave 
the way for increasingly tall buildings. this in turn generated new 
revenue models in real estate demanding a greater yield in higher 
densities. technology met this demand in the form of elevators, 
escalators, pneumatic tube systems and air conditioning, not to 
mention the steel frame and reinforced concrete. (16)

illustration from an otIs elevator co. brochure (1949) 
(source: harvard Design guide to shopping)
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Automation and communication technology are contemporary 
examples of innovations that inhibit physical activity. the 
hoge heren high-rise development in rotterdam, designed by 
Wiel Arets Architects, was completed back in 2000 with an 
Integrated residential services system – a major advance at 
the time. residents could order groceries from the comfort 
of their apartment and collect them in grocery lockers on the 
ground floor. (17) this luxury, which rendered regular trips to the 
supermarket unnecessary, has since become common practice 
with the rise of home delivery services such as Ah.nl, Foodora 
and helloFresh. recent advances in home automation (domotics, 
smart homes) and general advances in (mobile) communication 
allow us to access all sorts of functionalities from the comfort of 
our homes.
these innovations make our lives comfortable or contribute 
to an improved nutrition. they free up leisure time that could 
be used for more exercise. In any case they transfer many of 
our daily routines to mechanical and electronic innovations, 
with an increase in greenhouse gas emissions as one of the 
consequences.

the synergy oF ActIve DesIgn
encouraging physical activity is therefore also synergetic with 
other objectives in spatial planning, such as sustainable design 
and universal access. choosing the stairs over the elevator, 
cycling rather than driving, taking part in active recreation 
instead of watching television, do not only promote and benefit 
a healthy lifestyle but also reduce energy consumption and 
greenhouse gas emissions. Wider stairs with fewer steps per flight 
not only invite physical activity, but improve accessibility for 
people with minor disabilities. (14)
sustainability became relevant in the building industry once 
the benefits of such design strategies could be demonstrated 
in both human and economic terms. When designing buildings 
that encourage physical activity, initial investments can be 
set off against benefits such as improved accessibility, energy 
efficiency, increased productivity, improved egress times, reduced 
absenteeism and of course a healthier society. A critical review of 
active design in buildings is therefore long overdue.

(source: Active Design guidelines new york)
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ActIve DesIgn In ArchItecture
Architecture that incorporates human physical activity in 
the design process can be regarded as an example of what 
Whitney describes. After all, both the end and the means of 
such architecture are reasoned from the human perspective 
and human needs. encouraging physical activity starts with 
understanding why we make certain (sub-)conscious decisions; 
with understanding what we find attractive or unappealing.
the approach that leads to active buildings can be divided 
roughly along two lines:

Discouraging passive behaviour by making the passive 1. 
choice unattractive or unfavourable, either consciously or 
subconsciously;
encouraging active behaviour by making the active 2. 
choice attractive or favourable, either consciously or 
subconsciously.

We will go on to explain this dual approach. In the subsequent 
toolkit, this approach is translated into principles that can be 
applied in buildings.

A rIcher ArchItecture
People cannot be instructed to engage in physical activity. 
however, we can try to persuade them to do so by making it a 
more attractive option for them. this starts with the realization 
that our environment provides us with impulses that influence 
our behaviour. Patrick Whitney, dean at the Illinois Institute of 
technology, promotes human-centred design:

I think that if architects limit the core of their discipline 
to the aesthetic form of buildings, architecture will be 
marginalized as a field. however, if architects take 
a broader view [ … ] then they will develop deeper 
specialties. Architecture will be healthy if it has lots of 
‘hooks’. (18)

Whitney is critical of an architecture dominated by aesthetic 
considerations, favouring instead a broader approach that 
embraces the many aspects of what it is to be human. that 
said, he does not seek to deny the importance of aesthetics in 
architecture; on the contrary, he cites aesthetic appeal as a 
primary factor in the success of a design. he simply points to a 
broader palette from which to create a richer architecture.
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Discouraging passive behaviour
In the introduction we have seen how human nature leads 
us to conserve energy; amongst others through inactivity. In 
encouraging physical activity in buildings, creating obstacles for 
passive behaviour is therefore an important starting point.
Because of their high density, city centres form an unintentional 
barrier against car ownership and encourage residents to travel 
on foot or by bicycle more often than residents in the urban 
periphery. In this context, car ownership is less of a consequence 
of lifestyle  choices than is sometimes assumed. It is more a 
matter of balancing opportunities and constraints: will I be able 
to find a parking space near the store, or: will the parking space in 
front of my house still be available when I return? (1)
Within buildings, the elevator is an innovation that eliminates a 
great deal of daily physical activity. Passive behaviour can be 
discouraged by questioning the position of the elevator, both in 
literal and figurative terms. giving the elevator less prominence in 
the design increases the likelihood of people taking the stairs.
People make constant trade-offs between effort and efficiency; 
making the passive choice impractical can therefore also 
encourage physical activity. In high-rise buildings, for example, 
the majority of the elevators can be programmed to stop on every 
fourth floor, giving users the choice between being passive and 
having to wait longer, or making the active choice; taking the 
stairs and arriving at their destination more quickly.
the strategic distribution of essential building functions 
throughout a building leaves users with no other option than 
the active choice. In residential buildings, for example, central 
mailboxes or laundry rooms can necessitate movement, while in 
an office building the dispersal of printing facilities or meeting 
rooms can have the same effect.
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encouraging active behaviour
Discouraging passive behaviour can be an effective means of 
promoting physical activity, but at the same time it may be 
perceived as patronizing or even harassing. encouraging active 
behaviour is a more attractive prospect for architecture, since 
interventions that promote physical activity are almost always 
accompanied by added (spatial) value.
human beings act both rationally and instinctively. For this 
reason, this section examines the conscious and subconscious 
decisions humans make with regard to physical activity.

conscIous DecIsIon MAkIng
An environment can provide an impulse and present an option for 
the conscious man. For instance, elementary signage can inform 
building users about the destinations in a building or prompt 
physical activity by setting goals. In this case, humans use their 
cognitive capacity to make a conscious decision whether or not to 
act on the signage.
Attractive places in a building such as a pleasant communal 
space, the beautiful view from a rooftop terrace, or spaces for 
concentration or tranquillity can provide an incentive to move 
towards these destinations. spaces directly related to physical 
activity (gyms, showers or bicycle parking facilities) can also 
provide such a conscious incentive, linked to exercise in a more 
direct manner.
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suBconscIous DecIsIon MAkIng
humans also make decisions on other grounds: the human brain 
combines a range of sensory perceptions and prompts us to take 
unknowingly competent action. Architecture is exceptionally 
capable of addressing various senses at once and if carefully 
composed, it can determine human behaviour. (A) In his seminal 
work ‘Architecture as space’, Bruno Zevi describes the complexity 
of the appreciation of space:

We cannot lay down fixed proportions of space as 
architecturally right. space value in architecture […] is 
affected by a hundred considerations, such as lighting, 
shadow, colour and vertical / horizontal emphasis. (19)

A meticulous combination of the subtlest sensory stimuli can 
evoke subconscious action. neuromarketing has been studying 
these mechanisms for decades, usually geared towards 
increasing the turnover of retail areas or improving safety in and 
around stations. As such, research indicates that rhythmic music 
makes people walk faster, while bright lighting tends to attract 
human activity. such studies also emphasize that coherence 
between sensory stimuli is necessary to achieve a desired effect. 
A chocolate-scented flower shop will lead to confusion, despite 
the fact that the smell of chocolate is generally perceived as 
being pleasant. (20)(A)
the way in which subconscious perception affects the success 
of (public) space is neatly demonstrated in William Whyte’s 
documentary ‘the social life of small urban spaces’. It features 
experiments which show, amongst others, that humans have a 
collective sense of the maximum number of people a space can 
hold. It also demonstrated that in one instance in Paley Park, this 
collective sense was transformed through the auditory addition of 
a fountain. (21) this demonstrates that it is possible to influence 
subconscious decision-making, albeit through a concerted effort 
on the part of the designer.
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v 1In the previous chapters, the theme of active design in buildings 
has been laid down. the proposition to stimulate physical activity 
in buildings entails a two-fold and combined approach: on the one 
hand discouraging inactivity and on the other hand encouraging 
activity.
In this section, the proposed approach is translated into a so-
called toolkit: a collection of practical principles that can be 
used to promote physical activity in buildings. the principles are 
divided into the four domains that stimulate physical activity: 
1) routes, 2) Destinations, 3) Activity Programme and 4) Building 
surroundings. the principles are further classified according to 
their performance in areas such as sustainability and universal 
accessibility.
the content of the toolkit system relies heavily on several 
precedents. one of these is the ‘Active Design guidelines’, a 
similar study on a larger scale commissioned by the city of new 
york. the guidelines are a comprehensive design manual in this 
regard, covering both the level of the building as well as the urban 
scale. Another precedent is the ‘Well Building standard’. Well 
is a relatively new certification label, similar to leeD AP and 
BreeAM, but covering human health in buildings.
knowledge has also been acquired through discussions with 
various experts, including experts in the field of regulation. 
supplemented by the authors’ own experience, this has resulted 
in the toolkit, a system that is more tailored to the situation in the 
netherlands.

using the toolkit
the toolkit is intended to inspire; it considers principles of active 
design individually and categorizes them along different lines. It 
goes without saying that the collection of proposals cannot be 
applied simultaneously within a project. It is nevertheless worth 
walking through the toolkit at least once in order to obtain an 
idea of the possibilities available. It is also important to note that 
the toolkit has not been drawn up as an assessment tool. While 
it might constitute the first step towards a workable assessment 
guideline, an additional effort is required from experts from 
various disciplines to make such a translation work.
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the Four DoMAIns oF ActIve DesIgn
the principles that encourage physical activity are divided into 
four domains, with the occasional overlap. Most attention is 
focused on the domains routes and Destinations, as these do 
not only account for the most physical activity, they also have the 
greatest impact on the building structure.

ActIvIty ProgrAMMe

Activity Programme concerns building 
functions that relate directly to increased 
physical activity. these include gyms, 
bicycle storage and active office 
furniture. these elements encourage 
physical activity by providing facilities 
and/or comfort in relation to sports 
activities.

routes

routes are the lines along which people 
move; they link the programmed spaces 
in a building. routes consist of stairs, 
corridors, elevators, ramps and other 
accessibility features. Physical activity 
and stair use in particular are facilitated 
through the strategic configuration 
and careful elaboration of routes. the 
following key principles apply to routes:

Focus on the stairs instead of  >
elevators as the principal means 
for vertical transport: ensure that 
any elevators and escalators 
occupy a less prominent spatial 
position than the stairs.

encourage stair use by providing  >
informing and motivational 
signage in places where users have 
to decide between the stairs and 
the elevator.
enhance the sensory appeal  >
of routes: play with the use of 
materials, transparency, lighting 
(especially daylight), spatial and 
programmatic differentiation to 
reward walking and stair use.

limit escalators and multiple  >
elevators to places where large 
flows of people make them 
indispensable.

DestInAtIons

Destinations are the functions or 
programmed spaces where people 
spend any number of time and which 
form a focal point for movement. the 
strategic positioning of necessary or 
attractive destinations in a building can 
evoke movement between them. the key 
principles for destinations are as follows:

ensure that frequently used  >
destinations in a building are 
placed strategically to promote 
walking, standing or wheelchair 
use. locate these building 
functions in such a way that 
(pleasant) walking distances are 
created.

ensure that users are aware of  >
destinations in and around the 
building: make these visible or use 
signage.

Incorporate outdoor spaces as  >
destinations in the design. green 
outdoor areas in particular tend to 
be valued highly.

consider rethinking the  >
configuration and positioning 
of various building functions. 
centralizing some functions and 
decentralizing others can promote 
social contact and physical 
activity.

BuIlDIng surrounDIngs

A building influences its immediate 
surroundings through its massing, 
materials, degree of transparency and 
programming. Annoying gusts of wind 
and monotonous building facades 
are examples of how buildings can 
adversely affect the walkability of the 
neighbourhood. By way of contrast, 
varied programming, multiple entrances 
and a pleasant human scale actually 
contribute to physical activity in public 
spaces. A qualitative spatial connection 
between a building and its surroundings 
also encourages movement in between.
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toolkIt ‘cArD’ eXPlAnAtIon
each principle encouraging physical activity is described as a 
card and follows a fixed pattern.

s/M/l  PrIncIPles
some active design principles are easy to apply, even in the 
operational phase of a building. others must be incorporated 
into the earliest sketches due to their large impact on the building 
structure. As such a distinction has been made between  
far-reaching and less far-reaching principles with the aim of 
creating a system applicable to various levels of ambition and for 
both new and existing buildings.

MeDIuM

A medium principle involves limited 
modification to the spatial structure 
with a view to encouraging physical 
activity. such interventions often evoke 
activity through horizontal or vertical 
variations or the strategic ordering of 
programme. these can often be realized 
with a minimal change to the building’s 
structure or its detailing.

lArge

A large principle has a major influence 
on the building’s structure and must 
therefore be incorporated into architect’s 
earliest ideas. they determine the spatial 
organization of the building and include 
aspects such as the configuration of 
access systems, creating views within 
a building or combining routes and 
Destinations.

the toolkit and the Dutch Building code
Bouwbesluit 2012 (the Dutch Building code) determines to a large extent how buildings 
in the netherlands can be configured. In the toolkit some extra attention is given to the 
safety issues in the domains routes and Destinations as these domains have a direct 
relationship with the emergency evacuation of a building. the points listed should be 
used as additional notes to the relevant articles of the building code.

We define three categories in this regard: 
small, medium and large. It is important 
to note that this classification refers 
solely to the implications for a building’s 
structure and not to the impact a 
principle might have. A ‘small’ principle 
with limited structural implications can 
nevertheless have a profound effect on 
physical activity. some extra attention 
is given to the two most comprehensive 
domains; routes and Destinations.

sMAll

A small principle is not connected to 
the structure of a building. It is often an 
intervention that involves colour, material, 
furnishings, fittings or lighting (including 
daylight). though relatively inexpensive, 
these principles can have a major effect 
on walkability and can often be deployed 
in the operational phase of a building.

the unique code of the 
principle. references are 
made to this code in the fourth 
chapter covering building 
types.

some principles also promote 
physical activity for wheelchair 
users and/or people who 
have difficulty walking. this is 
indicated by a corresponding 
icon.

this icon shows that the 
principle also applies to those 
with a mobility impairment. 
often these are concerned with 
interventions that improve the 
walkability of stairs and height 
differences in general.

this icon is used for principles 
that promote activity among 
wheelchair users. It goes 
without saying that those 
with a more minor physical 
impairment also benefit from 
these measures.

objective principles are not 
subject to taste or personal 
preferences and can be 
applied universally in nearly 
all instances. these objective 
principles are indicated using 
the sigma symbol.

nearly all principles are 
synergistic with sustainability 
as they encourage the use of 
metabolic over mechanical 
energy. still some principles 
have a more direct or more 
versatile contribution in the 
field of sustainability.

Brief explanation of the 
principle. references to 
existing literature (numbers) or 
interviews (letters) are made in 
the event of relevant literature 
or to widen the context. 

symbols indicate the domain 
to which the principle belongs.

 
routes

 
 
Destinations

 
 
Activity Programme

 
 
Building surroundings

An indication is made whether 
the principle is classified as 
being small, Medium or large.

 
small

 
 
Medium

 
 
large
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senses ask to be stimulated

make stairs as appealing as adjacent areas
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well-lit stair environments are safer and more 
inviting

signage encourages physical activity

visible signage is effective

a programmed elevator makes climbing stairs 
more favourable

natural ventilation makes a welcome change

curiosity evokes movement

daylight attracts

visible stair environments stimulate use

hidden elevators are used less frequently

wide stairs are more appealing

stairs with a lower inclination are easier to 
climb

horizontal variation enhances experience

combining routes and destinations creates 
experience

interior and exterior views are rewarding

stairs near the entrance are more likely to 
be used

stairs near the elevator are more likely to be 
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stairs on main routes are more likely to be 
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unique stair configurations invite use

a variety of moods makes people move
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exercise equipment prompts physical activity

activity spaces encourage physical activity

visible activity spaces are more frequently 
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activity spaces with a view are more 
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changing rooms and showers encourage 
sports

storage encourages sports

variety and continuity encourage physical 
activity

multiple entrances and transparency activate 
public space

well integrated entrances generate movement 
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prevent adverse effects on liveability
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private and public spaces
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physical activity
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routes

routes are the lines along which people move and combined 
they form the access system of a building. Programmed 
spaces are strung together by a system of entrances, corridors, 
staircases and elevators. People already move along these lines, 
so principles in this area are mainly aimed towards increasing 
physical activity and intensity of use. the access system focuses 
on walking, the most common physical activity. With universal 
accessibility in mind, stairs with fewer steps per flight and/or 
ramps also lead to an increase in physical activity among the 
physically impaired.
the design of individual building elements such as stairs and 
corridors can promote physical activity, depending on spatial and 
aesthetic quality, accessibility, safety and comfort. Meanwhile 
the emphasis on escalators and elevators, but also barriers 
such as closed doors can have an adverse effect on movement. 
Attractive routes lead to both a higher frequency and a longer 
duration of use.
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routes: small Principles
the interior finishing of a building is the first line capable of 
providing building users with sensory impulses. It offers a simple 
means to encourage a user to engage in physical activity. small 
principles in routes are matters which should preferably be 
incorporated into a building’s design to maintain a certain degree 
of consistency in the experience throughout the building. yet 
many concepts can also be applied in the operational phase as 
they have no direct effect on the building’s structure.

1.01
senses Ask to Be stIMulAteD

the probability of sensory stimuli attracts 
use. stimulate the senses along routes 
through the use of colour, pleasant 
materials, art, music and plants. note 
that objects in stairwells must be virtually 
non-combustible and should not obstruct 
the escape route. (14) (18) (A) (c) (D)

1.02
MAke stAIrs As APPeAlIng  
As ADJAcent AreAs

ensure continuity of experience between 
stairs and adjacent areas through 
consistent quality in the finishing of walls, 
floors, stairs, and of the lighting. this 
makes stair environments hierarchically 
more equivalent to adjacent travel 
and living/working/learning locations, 
increasing the likelihood that they will be 
used. For example, utilize warm materials 
or fresh, energizing colours to invite use. 
(14) (22) 
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small routes and the Building code
> Pay particular attention to requirements regarding the combustibility of 

materials in stairwells and on escape routes.

> Attention should also be paid to the placement of objects in or near escape 
routes which might restrict egress capacity.

> the Dutch Building code requirements with respect to the illumination of escape 
routes are very minimal and fall short on user comfort and spatial quality. 

1.05
Well-lIt stAIr envIronMents 
Are sAFer AnD More InvItIng

People are attracted to light. Make sure 
the illumination of stair environments 
is at least 75% of levels in adjacent 
areas, with a minimum of 100 lux. By 
comparison, the Dutch Building code 
requires at least 1 lux on stair treads to 
ensure safety along escape routes.  
(14) (22) (c)

1.06
sIgnAge encourAges PhysIcAl 
ActIvIty

Install signage that points out the 
benefits of taking the stairs so that users 
are less likely to take the elevator. Provide 
information about pedestrian routes 
and facilities in and around the building. 
Place distance markers so users can set 
personal goals and estimate the amount 
of physical activity in their daily routine. 
Present information in a way that reflects 
the cultural and linguistic background of 
the building users. (14) (22) (A)

1.07
vIsIBle sIgnAge Is eFFectIve

Make sure motivational signs are clearly 
visible and positioned near the elevator 
to influence the users’ decisions. these 
can include signs mounted on a wall or 
suspended from the ceiling, or footprint 
decals on the floor to guide elevator users 
to the stairs.  (14) (A)

1.08
A ProgrAMMeD elevAtor MAkes 
clIMBIng stAIrs More FAvourABle

Programming an elevator can encourage 
users to take the stairs as longer waiting 
times do not weigh up to walking a 
flight of stairs. Program the elevators so 
they do not automatically return to the 
ground floor and/or do not rest with their 
doors open. reduce the speed at which 
elevators’ doors open and close; this also 
promotes accessibility for people with 
restricted mobility. (14)

1.04
sAFe stAIrcAses Are useD By More 
PeoPle

use slip-resistant materials for stair 
treads and colour contrast for tread 
nosing. reducing the risk of falling will 
encourage stair use among the physically 
impaired. (14)

1.03
hIgh-QuAlIty MAterIAls 
lAst longer

stair environments are often overlooked 
when a building is upgraded during its 
operational phase. use therefore durable, 
high-quality materials that are easy to 
clean and vandal-proof. this makes stair 
environments easier to maintain and 
more pleasant to use. (14)
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routes: Medium Principles
having considered the finishing of a route, this deeper category 
of principles involves the form and configuration of the route. 
Medium principles relate to the design and orientation of 
corridors, stair environments, hallways and elevators. 

1.10
curIosIty evokes MoveMent

human beings are curious in nature. 
configure routes in such a way that 
people’s curiosity is aroused, even in 
spaces that are frequented daily. this 
can be achieved by either showing 
or concealing elements from view. 
horizontal and vertical variation provides 
an ever-changing sensory experience and 
will stimulate the user. (21) (19)

1.11
DAylIght AttrActs

human beings instinctively love the 
outdoors and are drawn towards daylight. 
configure routes that run to and from 
sources of daylight. these will often be 
points that offer a view of some kind, 
providing a natural reward for engaging 
in physical activity.  (c)

1.09
nAturAl ventIlAtIon MAkes A 
WelcoMe chAnge

natural ventilation in stairwells can 
provide a differentiated and pleasantly 
perceived interior climate, boosting the 
appeal of a stair environment. In buildings 
with mechanical ventilation, natural 
ventilation can also provide a pleasant 
change in perceived levels of noise and air 
quality. (22)
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Medium routes and the Building code
> the Building code sets minimum requirements for the dimensions of stairs, 

including measurements for risers and treads, and the height between landings. 
these requirements represent the lower limit with regard to safety and are not 
optimal from an ergonomic perspective.

> Interventions that involve making stairs wider or less steep, or the addition of 
more landings, can improve evacuation capacity and boost accessibility in a 
building.

> Increasing the visibility of stairs promotes their use. this also familiarizes users 
with the escape routes in a building. Although not measurable in the Buildings 
code, frequent stair use has a favourable effect on safety in the event of an 
emergency.

> In the interests of smoke control, some emergency stairwells are pressurized 
relative to the surrounding spaces. In such cases, special requirements apply and 
the stairwells cannot be ventilated naturally.

1.14
WIDe stAIrs Are More APPeAlIng

research indicates that wider staircases 
are more frequently used. stairs wider 
than 120 cm can accommodate people 
travelling in two directions. Wider stairs 
make it possible to walk side by side, 
turning the staircase into a place for 
social interaction.  (14) (23)

1.15
stAIrs WIth A loWer InclInAtIon 
Are eAsIer to clIMB

stairs with fewer steps per flight are 
not only more pleasant to climb; they 
are also safer and more accessible. 
research indicates that the ideal stair 
ratio is approximately 30 degrees. A riser 
of approx. 17 cm and a tread of approx. 
29 cm results in 10 cal. being burned 
per kg/m. Provide landings at regular 
intervals to give physically challenged 
users an opportunity to rest.  (14) (23)

1.13
hIDDen elevAtors Are useD less 
FreQuently

Make elevators subordinate to stairs. 
ensure the elevator is not directly visible 
upon entering the building, for example by 
placing the elevator entrance at a ninety 
degree angle. remember to use signage 
to guide physically challenged users to 
the elevator. (14) (22)

1.12
vIsIBle stAIr envIronMents 
stIMulAte use

Fire stairs in particular are often not 
visible from a building’s main spaces 
because they are encased in opaque 
fire-resistant material. replacing this 
with transparent materials such as fire-
resistant glass makes a stair environment 
visible and encourages stair use. open 
staircases between floors (within a single 
fire compartment) are another way to 
increase stair use. (14)
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routes: large Principles
the application of a large principle to a route has an impact on 
the building’s structure and is usually incorporated into the very 
first ideas for a building. these are often principles that add a rich 
experience to a route and therefore offer a considerable reward 
for engaging in physical activity. given their largely fundamental 
character, they will have a defining impact on the architecture of 
the building.

1.16
horIZontAl vArIAtIon enhAnces 
eXPerIence

long, straight corridors are less likely 
to evoke activity than routes that 
feature spatial variety between adjacent 
sections. ensure that horizontal routes 
feature spatial variation. (1) (19)

1.17
coMBInIng routes AnD 
DestInAtIons creAtes eXPerIence

A route that takes users past several 
destinations in a building offers a 
heightened experience and is more likely 
to be used. the differentiation and variety 
of programme, activity, and/or living/
working/learning locations also increases 
the probability of human interaction.

1.18
InterIor AnD eXterIor vIeWs 
Are reWArDIng

Incorporate interesting views along the 
route to reward the user and promote 
movement. these may be internal views, 
views of buildings or green spaces in 
the immediate vicinity, or views of social 
activity.  (1) (19)

1.19
stAIrs neAr the entrAnce 
Are More lIkely to Be useD

research indicates that stairs are more 
likely to be used if they are located within 
7.5 metres of the entrance. (14) (22)
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large routes and the Building code
> When programming routes, it is important to ensure that escape routes are not 

obstructed.

> exceptionally wide staircases should take the need for additional handrails into 
account.

> up to a floor height of 8 metres above ground level, less stringent requirements 
apply to escape routes. Beyond 8 metres, more stringent requirements apply.

> With a view to smoke control, it is often favourable to opt for routes (especially 
escape routes) that pass through the open air.

1.22
unIQue stAIr conFIgurAtIons 
InvIte use

use striking staircase configurations to 
encourage stair use. think of a grand, 
sculptural staircase in a central atrium. In 
less spacious settings, loving use of detail 
in stair design can attract use. (14)

1.21
stAIrs on MAIn routes Are More 
lIkely to Be useD

ensure that staircases form an integral 
part of the building’s main access routes. 
ensure that stairs are an extension 
of commonly used areas, such as 
entrances and walkways. Appealing 
stairs, clearly visible from elevator waiting 
areas, entrances and frequently used 
horizontal access routes are more likely to 
encourage daily use.  (14)

1.20
stAIrs neAr the elevAtor 
Are More lIkely to Be useD

While waiting for the elevator, users 
may decide that taking the stairs is a 
more favourable choice. the visual and 
physical proximity of the staircase to the 
elevator makes the choice easier in such 
an event. (14) 
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Destinations

Destinations are attractive or useful building functions that form 
a focal point for physical activity. they may relate to a building’s 
main or auxiliary functions. In an office building, a destination 
might be anything from a toilet to a workstation; in a residential 
building it could be an apartment or a central garden. In a school 
it might be the gym or a corridor containing lockers.
Dispersing destinations strategically throughout a building 
increases physical activity by requiring users to frequently travel 
short distances on a daily basis. It is important to make walking a 
pleasant experience: the travel distance should not be excessive 
and the route must be perceived as rewarding.
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2.03
DrInkIng FountAIns encourAge 
short BreAks

Drinking is a basic human need. however 
people tend not to drink enough water, 
especially at work. Placing drinking 
fountains or water refilling stations at 
various points in a building invites the 
taking of short breaks. (14) (22)

2.04
centrAlIZAtIon BeneFIts ActIvIty 
AnD the envIronMent

consider centralizing some functions. 
Why not provide a central, well-ventilated 
print and photocopy room instead of 
printers on every desk? this not only 
promotes movement to and from the 
central facility but can lead people to 
print less, and it offers the ability to 
remove occasionally harmful emissions. 
Another option could be a central 
recycling station instead of wastepaper 
baskets under each desk. this would not 
only encourage activity, it also offers an 
opportunity for waste separation and the 
promotion of awareness.

2.05
keeP DIstAnces reAsonABle AnD 
PrActIcAl

Auxiliary destinations can be distributed 
throughout a building and can therefore 
promote physical activity. however, 
human beings are pragmatic: the effort 
must be proportionate to the objective. If 
users have to walk too far to deposit an 
apple core in a recycling station, waste 
paper baskets will reappear under every 
desk in no time.

small Destinations and the Building code
> As soon as a space is likely to be used more intensively, the requirements applied 

to the space itself and the adjacent escape routes will become more stringent.

> the maximum egress distance through an as yet undefined space (e.g. a flexible 
space or one awaiting layout) must be multiplied by 1.5.

Destinations: small Principles
A small principle in relation to destinations is usually reversible 
and easy to apply, even in the operational phase of a building. 
Mobile and fixed furniture, colour and/or materials can be 
instrumental in defining the atmosphere of a place and thereby 
attract users. offering a variety of moods and/or destinations 
makes it attractive to incorporate more physical activity into the 
daily routine.

2.01
A vArIety oF MooDs MAkes PeoPle 
Move

humans  love variety and seek out a 
range of moods during the course of a 
day. By offering a variety of activities and 
environments, a building can encourage 
physical activity. the use of various 
colour schemes or lighting tones (natural 
vs artificial, warm vs cold, strong vs 
weak, energizing vs relaxing) also creates 
differentiation. Activity is encouraged 
through an alternation between activity 
and relaxation, and individual or 
collective activity.  (c)

2.02
socIAl huBs AttrAct

human beings are social in nature and 
are attracted to places that offer the 
potential for social exchange. these are 
often informal locations in the vicinity of 
main routes. structure and furnish spaces 
in such a way that personal interaction is 
promoted over the use of smart phones or 
other electronic devices. (14)
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Destinations: Medium Principles
the application of a Medium principle in Destinations involves 
the strategic modification of the layout of a building. Dispersing 
destinations throughout a building creates walking distance in 
between daily destinations. the routes between destinations 
should be a design focus to ensure that this physical activity is 
perceived as pleasant and rewarding. the distance should not be 
so long that it becomes frustrating: users will come up with other 
means to an end.

2.06
collectIve sPAces AttrAct

consider introducing collective functions 
into a building. For instance, a shared 
laundry room, kitchen or gym may 
constitute an attractive destination 
in a residential building. In addition to 
creating a goal, adding such a function 
may benefit social contact and the 
amenity level in a building. (14)

2.07
grouPIng AuXIlIAry FunctIons 
generAtes socIAl contAct

grouping frequently used functions 
provides a reason to take a break with 
colleagues, neighbours or classmates. 
such clustering encourages social 
exchange: an important focal point for 
movement.

2.08
DIsPersIng AuXIlIAry FunctIons 
ProMPts PhysIcAl ActIvIty

Auxiliary functions can also be dispersed 
in order to prompt physical activity. the 
strategic positioning of toilets, cafeterias, 
photocopy and print rooms, mailrooms 
and laundry rooms at pleasant distances 
from the apartment, workstation or 
classroom provides opportunities for a 
brief stroll. (14)

2.09
unIQue BuIlDIng FunctIons 
InvIte PhysIcAl ActIvIty

consider allocating space for special 
functions such as newsstands, small 
shops that sell healthy food, and other 
functions which can form a focal point for 
movement. (14)

2.10
coMMunAl outDoor sPAces 
ForM A DestInAtIon

communal outdoor spaces such as 
rooftops and courtyards are all too 
often cut off from the rest of a building 
system. elemental interventions can 
transform such spaces into an attractive 
destination. Make sure that users are 
aware of these destinations by making 
them visible and/or announcing them 
through signage.

Medium Destinations and the Building code
> Features located in different fire compartments are often divided by fire 

separations. If certain functions are closely related, it is advisable to locate them 
in the same compartment.
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Destinations: large Principles
the application of a large principle to Destinations involves the 
thorough contemplation about how the allocation of building 
programme contributes to physical activity. Major attractors are 
placed in opposite ends of the building, and a concerted effort 
is made to combine destinations and routes. this combination 
creates a rich experience throughout the entire building and 
encourages the user to move throughout.

2.11
entrAnce FunctIons on AlternAte 
Floors ProMPt MoveMent

consider accommodating primary 
entrance features on another floor. Make 
sure that this floor has a direct spatial 
relationship with the entrance and easy 
access via a generously proportioned 
staircase and a less prominent elevator. 
this frees up space near the entrance for 
other functions and/or activities. (14)

2.12
coMBIne DestInAtIons AnD routes

Attractive destinations are more likely to 
be used if they are accessed by high-
quality routes. the combination of routes 
and destinations in a single system 
enhances the spatial experience of a 
building and increases the probability of 
human interaction.
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large Destinations and the Building code
> the Building code stipulates accessibility for the physically challenged. Make 

sure that as many destinations as possible are accessible for wheelchair users or 
people who have difficulty walking.

2.13
PlAce FreQuently useD FunctIons 
At A DIstAnce

consider placing frequently used, 
irreplaceable functions at a greater 
walking distance from living/working/
learning spaces in the building. examples 
include gyms or meeting rooms.

2.14
coMBIne outDoor sPAces AnD 
routes

communal outdoor spaces are potential 
focal points for movement. Make sure 
these spaces border directly on routes 
and offer a pleasant environment, for 
example by incorporating seating and/or 
plants.
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Activity 
Programme

Activity Programme is the collective name for spaces or 
furnishing that directly contribute to increased physical 
activity. these include gyms, swimming pools, gymnasiums 
and multifunctional spaces, in addition to bicycle parking and 
showers. Active furniture, such as height-adjustable desks, also 
stimulates movement, encourages people to change position and 
contributes to mental wellbeing. (22)

3.01
ActIve FurnIture ProMotes 
heAlth

Although research has shown prolonged 
sitting to be unhealthy, we still carry out 
most of our daily activities in a sedentary 
position. When socializing we often sit 
and talk with friends, when we could just 
as easily stand at the kitchen counter. 
In the working environment, it is worth 
considering solutions like standing desks 
with ergonomic stools next to the usual 
desks and chairs. Furniture differentiation 
in general ensures more movement. 
(14) (22)
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3.03
ActIvIty sPAces encourAge 
PhysIcAl ActIvIty

the presence of communal spaces 
designed specifically for physical activity 
(e.g. exercise, play and multipurpose 
recreation) increases the likelihood that 
the users of public buildings, offices 
and residential blocks will engage in 
sports activities. lower income groups 
in particular have less access to private 
activity spaces and these are precisely 
the demographic groups where inactivity 
and obesity are more prevalent. (7) (14)

3.04
vIsIBle ActIvIty sPAces Are More 
FreQuently useD

ensure that activity spaces are visible 
from central locations or routes, in and 
around a building. Awareness of these 
spaces increases the likelihood that 
they will be used. central information 
on facilities, group activities and their 
availability can motivate and encourage 
users to participate. (14) (22)

3.05
ActIvIty sPAces WIth A vIeW 
Are More FreQuently useD

research indicates that exercise is 
perceived as pleasant when it takes place 
in spaces with a view of other human 
activities or the natural surroundings. (14) 3.06

BroADly orIenteD ActIvIty sPAces 
Are More FreQuently useD

Designing activity spaces for a range of 
target groups increases the likelihood 
that they will be used. For example, it 
is advisable to take small children into 
account when designing activity spaces. 
locating a playroom next to a gym allows 
parents to exercise while keeping an eye 
on their (actively) playing children. (14)

3.07
chAngIng rooMs AnD shoWers 
encourAge sPorts

the presence of showers and changing 
rooms encourages physical activity. 
knowing they can take a shower and 
change clothes makes people more 
inclined to cycle, walk or run to and 
from work, or to be active during their 
lunch break. these facilities can be 
incorporated in a building’s activity 
spaces or in a toilet block on the ground 
floor. (14) (22)

3.08
storAge encourAges sPorts

secure and accessible bicycle parking 
near the ground floor encourages the 
daily commuter to cycle to work. In 
residential buildings, additional storage 
space makes bulkier sports equipment 
such as kayaks or surfboards easy to 
reach and use. In buildings with older 
users, it is advisable to fit electrical 
sockets for e-bikes in the bicycle parking 
area. (14) (22)

3.02
eXercIse eQuIPMent ProMPts 
PhysIcAl ActIvIty

climbing frames or exercising equipment 
in general invite young and old to engage 
in physical exercise. Incorporate such 
elements into the design of indoor and 
outdoor communal spaces. (14) (22)
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Building  
surroundings

Buildings have an impact on their immediate surroundings, 
amongst others due to their use, materiality, massing, and due 
to their shadow effects. A building’s exterior and application of 
the human scale can directly and indirectly contribute to the 
walkability of public space.
research indicates, for example, that variations in activity in 
the façade contribute to a feeling of safety around a building. 
Incorporating awnings and stairs in a building’s exterior can also 
contribute directly to physical activity in the public space and tp 
the accessibility of the building. (14) (21)

4.01
vArIety AnD contInuIty 
encourAge PhysIcAl ActIvIty

the programming and detailing of the 
two lowest floors are key to achieving 
an attractive pedestrian environment. 
Moreover ‘eyes on the street’ provide a 
sense of security in public space. (1) (14)
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4.04
cAnoPIes AnD AWnIngs 
ProvIDe shelter

canopies and awnings encourage 
physical activity by providing shelter 
from bad weather or shade from the sun. 
A covered outdoor space can provide 
shelter while waiting briefly on the 
sidewalk, strolling around the building or 
can also offer protection from adverse 
wind conditions (the downdraught effect) 
around high-rise buildings. (14)

4.02
MultIPle entrAnces AnD 
trAnsPArency ActIvAte PuBlIc 
sPAce

An activated public space is more 
pleasant to wander through. the use of 
multiple entrances generates activity 
at street level and contributes to 
accessibility and experience on a human 
scale. In lower density areas, sidewalk 
cafés, porches and wide pavements can 
facilitate social exchange and foster a 
feeling of safety. these factors also make 
a significant contribution to the character 
of a neighbourhood or street. (14)

4.03
Well IntegrAteD entrAnces 
generAte MoveMent BetWeen 
InterIor AnD eXterIor

Position entrances and openings in 
such a way that contact with the 
surrounding urban fabric is maximised. 
good connections between indoors and 
outdoors will encourage movement in 
between. (21)
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4.05
Prevent ADverse eFFects on 
lIveABIlIty

Pedestrians do not like having to walk in 
the shadow or being buffeted by sudden 
gusts of wind. try to prevent or at least 
take account of the adverse effects of 
building on a large scale (e.g. shadow, 
downdraughts) during the design phase. 
(14) (21)

4.06
stAIrs AnD rAMPs Act As A BuFFer 
BetWeen PrIvAte AnD PuBlIc 
sPAces

In residential buildings, exterior stairs 
and short ramps can provide a welcome 
zone in between the private and public 
realms. ramps also make buildings more 
accessible to people with a disability. 
(14) (21) 

4.07
DestInAtIons In PuBlIc sPAce 
encourAge PhysIcAl ActIvIty

Add an external destination if part of 
the plot remains undeveloped. examples 
include a bench, a drinking fountain or 
clusters of easy-to-move tables and 
chairs. elements such as a water feature, 
a garden or a work of art can similarly 
contribute to physical activity in public 
spaces. (14) (21) (22)
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Building types
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Along the lines of the four domains of physical activity, the toolkit 
deals with how individual active design principles can stimulate 
physical activity. By way of inspiration, the toolkit principles have 
been applied to four different building types.
this application results in an (incomplete) list of practical 
interventions for buildings. It goes without saying that all toolkit 
principles remain just as relevant, hence the references to toolkit 
principles with every intervention. this chapter primarily deals 
with building-type-specific elaborations of active design.

Brief explanation of the 
intervention in relation to the 
building type.

the explanations are related to 
the toolkit. Per domain, a list of 
toolkit principles is given which 
underlie the intervention.

Building types and the Building code
each building type is briefly outlined in relation to the Building code. since it is 
impossible to summarize all aspects of the regulations in this document, we only include 
the main issues most likely to have a major impact on implementing active design in the 
different building types.

InterventIon ‘cArD’ eXPlAnAtIon
the building types are dealt with in a way that is comparable to 
the toolkit section. Individual interventions are discussed along 
the lines of the four domains of activity. to expand the context, 
references are made back to relevant toolkit principles. each 
intervention is walked through in a fixed pattern.

high-rise

school office Building

residential Block
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routes In hIgh-rIse BuIlDIngs

access bottom floors through a grand staircase >
use elevators strategically >
make stairwells pleasant and visible >
connect related floors to each other >
provide roof access >
vary routes in terms of configuration and perception >
avoid fire-escape routes on the ground floor >

DestInAtIons In hIgh-rIse BuIlDIngs

concentrate building functions >
place entrance functions on the first floor >
introduce new functions or relocate existing ones >
introduce destinations within floor clusters >
make the rooftop attractive >

ActIvIty ProgrAMMe In hIgh-rIse BuIlDIngs

make activity spaces attractive and visible >
provide visible information >
create activity spaces for various target groups >
provide storage space and bicycle parking >

BuIlDIng surrounDIngs In hIgh-rIse BuIlDIngs

distinctive street-level frontage >
orient the building towards its surroundings >
provide shelter using awnings and canopies >
make entrances numerous and transparent >
use active design for the surrounding area >
introduce attractive urban functions >

 

Index high-rise Index residential Block

routes In resIDentIAl Blocks

ensure entrances connect and are transparent >
make unique staircases with loving use of detail >
make stairwells feel like the outdoors >
make basement areas attractive >
combine stairwells and intermediate destinations >
ensure that access corridors contribute to quality >

DestInAtIons In resIDentIAl Blocks

make the roof accessible with attractive programme >
introduce intermediate destinations >
make the basement attractive >
make the courtyard attractive >

ActIve ProgrAMMe In resIDentIAl Blocks

make activity spaces attractive and visible >
provide visible information >
create activity spaces for various target groups >
create storage space and bicycle parking >
use the courtyard as activity space >

BuIlDIng surrounDIngs In resIDentIAl Blocks

tune the number of entrances to the surrounding area >
make the detailing of street-level frontages unique >
ensure ‘eyes on the street’ >
make the courtyard semi-public  >
introduce attractive urban functions >
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routes In schools

make routes appeal to the senses >
use access systems as differentiated space >
provide multiple use in access spaces >
make the access system encourage social exchange >

DestInAtIons In schools

strategically position destinations in the building >
turn the roof into a unique destination >
turn the access system into a destination >
ensure destinations are pleasant places to linger >
strategically disperse auxiliary functions >
surround auxiliary functions with quality >
place indispensable destinations at a distance >

ActIve ProgrAMMe In schools

encourage active play in children >
turn the gymnasium into a prominent feature >
provide secure bicycle parking >
add markings to playgrounds >
provide additional storage space >

BuIlDIng surrounDIngs In schools

open up the school to the neighbourhood >
design the open space for a variety of ages >
tune school and surroundings to one another >
make bicycle parking visible >

 

routes In oFFIce BuIlDIngs

ensure stairwells are transparent and attractive >
enhance the sensory appeal of routes >
provide (visual) connections between floors >
combine vertical and horizontal routes >
place auxiliary functions along routes >

DestInAtIons In oFFIce BuIlDIngs

stimulate the mobile workplace >
introduce a variety of atmospheres >
provide spaces for resting >
disperse collective functions >
combine functions to create social spaces >
centralize functions >
add unique collective programme >

ActIvIty ProgrAMMe In oFFIce BuIlDIngs

encourage the active posture >
combine labour and activity >
encourage employees to cycle to work >
ensure that employees can take a shower >
make activity spaces attractive and visible >
provide visual information >

BuIlDIng surrounDIngs In oFFIce BuIlDIngs

avoid empty lots after office hours >
make entrances numerous and transparent >
introduce attractive urban functions >

Index office BuildingIndex school
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high-rise

As discussed earlier, the invention of the safe passenger elevator 
paved the way for high-rise buildings. While elevator use is at 
odds with increased physical activity, this does not mean high-
rise buildings are unable to incorporate active design.
opportunities in high-rise buildings do not primarily lie in 
attempting to transfer all daily vertical travel from the elevator 
to the stairs. Most users of high-rise buildings will always prefer 
the elevator for their daily vertical transport. the potential for 
physical activity lies mainly in increasing the frequency of activity 
by adding destinations to encourage movement within the 
building.
this means taking the so-called ‘climbing limit’ into account 
(approximately 4 floors) and allocating destinations accordingly. 
As an example, a constellation of floor clusters can be conceived, 
each containing a destination within walking distance.
street-level façades have a special status in high rise buildings 
as nearly every user enters the building through a single entrance 
and lobby. the same applies to the roof zone of high-rise 
buildings: these spaces deserve special attention.

high-rise Buildings and the Building code
> As a rule, the higher the building and the more people that depend on any given 

escape route, the more stringent the requirements set by the Building code.

> Additional requirements apply to high-rise buildings (20 m and higher in the 
netherlands) compared to lower buildings. From 70 m onwards, requirements 
become even more stringent and several emergency escape concepts become 
possible. More information can be found in the document handreiking voor 
hoogbouw (guidelines for high-rise Buildings).
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routes in high-rise Buildings

Access BottoM Floors through A 
grAnD stAIrcAse

For the first few floors, use an over-
sized, open staircase and place the 
staircase within 7-8 metres from the main 
entrance.

1.12
1.13
1.14
1.19
1.22

2.05
2.11
2.12

3.03

use elevAtors strAtegIcAlly

In a group of elevators, program one 
elevator to stop on every floor and turn 
the remainder into express elevators that 
stop every four floors. this encourages 
users to take the stairs without sacrificing 
accessibility. this may also reduce the 
need for elevators, making the core of the 
building more compact.

1.06
1.07
1.08
1.20MAke stAIrWells PleAsAnt AnD 

vIsIBle

use colour, transparency or signage 
to make stairwell doors visible. Make 
stairwells more pleasant using colour, 
light and possibly views onto access 
routes or other features of the building.

1.01
1.02
1.04
1.12
1.21

2.03
2.08
2.13
2.12
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ProvIDe rooF Access

extend staircases to the roof to provide 
access to rooftop destinations. try to 
incorporate daylight from above to 
enhance the sensory experience inside 
the stairwell.

1.01
1.09
1.11
1.17
1.18

2.01
2.04
2.06
2.10
2.13

3.05

vAry routes In terMs oF 
conFIgurAtIon AnD PercePtIon

shift vertical routes in order to create 
variety and quality. For example, lead 
them along the façade or through an 
outdoor space.

1.01
1.05
1.11
1.12
1.18

2.01
2.06
2.04
2.10
2.13

3.05

AvoID FIre-escAPe routes on the 
grounD Floor

consider moving emergency escape 
routes from the ground floor to the 
basement. keeping these enclosed routes 
underground and connecting them with 
ground level outside the building frees up 
ground floor space for alternate use.

1.12
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.21

4.02
4.03

connect relAteD Floors 
to eAch other

use open staircases to link floors that 
have a programmatic relationship.

1.01
1.12
1.14
1.15
1.22

2.06 3.04
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Destinations in high-rise Buildings

concentrAte BuIlDIng FunctIons

group frequently used building functions 
such as mailboxes, laundry rooms and 
waste collection areas on a small number 
of floors (instead of on every floor) to 
encourage short walks.

1.17 2.02
2.04
2.06
2.07
2.08

3.03

PlAce entrAnce FunctIons on the 
FIrst Floor

consider locating entrance features on 
the first floor, with a grand open staircase 
providing access from the ground floor. 
this encourages short walks.

1.12
1.19

2.02
2.06
2.07
2.08
2.11

3.04
3.07

4.03
4.04

IntroDuce neW FunctIons or 
relocAte eXIstIng ones

Introduce special functions or remove 
them from the usual building programme. 
examples are a central laundry room, a 
space to play snooker or table tennis, a 
gym, swimming pool or sauna. this not 
only promotes movement towards these 
destinations, it also boosts the amenity 
level of a building.

2.02
2.04
2.06
2.08
2.09

3.02
3.04
3.07

4.07
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IntroDuce DestInAtIons WIthIn 
Floor clusters

Disperse elements of the joint programme 
throughout the building at distances of 
up to six floors. this way each floor has 
a destination within a walkable distance 
(1-3 floors).

1.12
1.13
1.14
1.20
1.21

2.06
2.08
2.09
2.10

3.03
3.05
3.07
3.08

MAke the rooFtoP AttrActIve

use the top floor and/or roof terrace 
as an attractive destination. consider 
making these locations a site for 
communal programme, using the appeal 
of daylight, fresh air and views.

1.08
1.17
1.18

2.01
2.06
2.10
2.13

3.05
3.06
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Activity Programme in high-rise Buildings

MAke ActIvIty sPAces AttrActIve 
AnD vIsIBle

Place gyms or activity spaces in 
visible places such as the first floor or 
the ground floor, with views onto the 
surrounding area. this underlines the 
presence of these functions and adds to 
the experience while exercising.

1.07 2.02
2.04
2.06
2.09
2.13

3.02
3.04
3.05
3.06

4-xx
4-xx
4-xx
4-xx
4-xx

ProvIDe vIsIBle InForMAtIon

Provide central or digital information on 
the availability of sports facilities and 
any activity programmes in order to 
encourage users to exercise.

1.01
1.06
1.07

2.06
2.09

3.02
3.03
3.04

ProvIDe storAge sPAce AnD 
BIcycle PArkIng

Provide secure, sheltered bicycle parking 
near the ground floor. tailor the number 
of e-bike sockets to the building’s 
intended users. consider creating storage 
space for bulky sports equipment. these 
facilities increase comfort for commuters 
and athletes. 

2.04
2.05

3.02
3.07
3.08

4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05

creAte ActIvIty sPAces For 
vArIous tArget grouPs

consider the various target groups 
who use the building when conceiving 
activities and designing activity spaces. 
the inclusive nature of activity spaces 
promotes use.

1.06
1.07

2.01
2.02
2.06
2.09

3.02
3.03
3.04

4.07
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Building surroundings in high-rise Buildings

DIstInctIve street-level 
FrontAge

Pay extra attention to detailing the 
exterior and interior of street-level 
frontages and the main entrance. the 
entrance lobby is used by everyone in the 
building and determines the building’s 
relationship with its surroundings.

1.01
1.03

2.10 3.04 4.01
4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05

orIent the BuIlDIng toWArDs Its 
surrounDIngs

respond to surrounding parks, squares, 
pavements and open spaces with the 
building’s massing and position of 
entrances and exterior stairs. Make 
elements reinforce one another with a 
view to creating a pleasant walkable 
public space.

1.16
1.18
1.19
1.21
1.22

2.10
2.11

3.05
3.08

4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05
4.17
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use ActIve DesIgn For the 
surrounDIng AreA

Activate the square in front of the 
building by providing seating (mobile 
if possible), a water feature, art or 
landscaping. these elements constitute 
focal points for movement, but also offer 
a sensory stimulus beneficial for walking.

1.01
1.03
1.16

2.02
2.03
2.04
2.06
2.07

3.01
3.03
3.07
3.08

4.05
4.06
4.07

IntroDuce AttrActIve urBAn 
FunctIons

consider public programme for the 
ground floor, such as a newsstand, a 
grocery store or a nursery. this creates 
destinations for physical activity in the 
immediate vicinity and generates urban 
variety within the building.

1.10 2.01
2.02
2.09
2.13

3.03
3.06
3.08

4.01
4.02
4.03
4.07

ProvIDe shelter usIng AWnIngs 
AnD cAnoPIes

ensure that entrances offer shelter from 
rain and wind (downdraught). Make these 
pleasant places to enter the building but 
also to linger for some time.

1.01
1.03

2.12
2.14

3.08 4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05

MAke entrAnces nuMerous AnD 
trAnsPArent

create multiple, transparent entrances 
at street level to enhance the experience 
of the pedestrian area from inside, and 
of the entrance lobby from outside. 
this facilitates people flows around the 
building.

1.01
1.02
1.10
1.11
1.19

4.02
4.03
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residential 
Block

An urban residential block with 4-8 floors is a promising 
environment for physical activity through stair climbing, even 
to the upper floors. In contrast to high-rise buildings, most 
residential blocks have several small, often equally prominent 
entrance lobbies. An important feature of these entrances is how 
they connect several different features within walking distance: 
the sidewalk, the courtyard, the basement, the roof and the 
residential units in between.
A residential block has a social and communal character. 
the dwelling units look out on one another and surround a 
(communcal) courtyard. the roof of a residential block is within 
sight and walking distance of every dwelling.

residential Blocks and the Building code
> the proportions of a residential block mean it can contain a multitude of access- 

and housing types. even more than with high-rise buildings, it is possible to vary 
with access and egress concepts due to the proximity of outdoor space.

> If horizontal escape routes are also used for other functions, make sure that any 
objects do not obstruct the route.

> open access up to 8 metres is possible, provided a second escape route is 
available for functions on higher floors, for example through the courtyard or 
leading to an adjacent building or stairwell.

> An escape route that leads to the roof is counterintuitive in an emergency and is 
therefore less desirable.
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routes in residential Blocks

MAke unIQue stAIrcAses WIth 
lovIng use oF DetAIl

Design staircases to encourage use: 
focus on the design, the application of 
materials, lighting and colours. In this 
building type, the stairs should have the 
obvious preference over the elevator as 
the mode of everyday vertical transport.

1.01
1.03
1.10
1.14
1.22

2.01 4.01
4.06

MAke stAIrWells Feel lIke the 
outDoors

Make unique stairwells by incorporating 
daylight from above. Placing a staircase 
along the façade creates opportunities 
to use daylight and views onto the 
surrounding area.

1.01
1.02
1.09
1.11
1.12

2.01
2.03

4.01
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MAke BAseMent AreAs AttrActIve

create a pleasant route to the basement 
and try to incorporate daylight if possible. 
In this building type, the basement is a 
frequent destination because storage, 
bicycle parking and other auxiliary 
functions are located there.

1.05
1.06
1.07
1.11

2.01
2.02
2.07
2.08
2.09

3.05

coMBIne stAIrWells AnD 
InterMeDIAte DestInAtIons

try to enhance the experience in vertical 
routes. consider programming vertical 
routes with adjacent collective functions.

1.02
1.05
1.11
1.17
1.18

2.01
2.06
2.08
2.09
2.12

3.03
3.04
3.06

ensure thAt Access corrIDors 
contrIBute to QuAlIty

Access corridors are efficient but have 
the added risk that they are little more 
than circulation space and therefore 
tend to lack appeal. Focus on the design 
of corridor or split-level access systems. 
consider using oversized dimensions to 
facilitate alternate use. try to make the 
architecture contribute to the spatial 
quality of the courtyard.

1.02
1.03
1.12
1.22

2.10
2.12
2.14

4.01
4.05

ensure entrAnces connect AnD 
Are trAnsPArent

the entrance is an important 
intersection between various routes 
and can encourage physical activity by 
establishing qualitative connections. It 
links the street with the courtyard and 
the roof with the basement. try to make 
the entrance lobby transparent and open, 
both horizontally and vertically. 

1.06
1.12
1.13
1.18
1.21

2.04
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.14

3.08
3.04

4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05
4.07
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Destinations in residential Blocks

MAke the rooF AccessIBle WIth 
AttrActIve ProgrAMMe

the roof can be an attractive destination 
as it is within walking distance of 
every end of the building. Make the 
roof accessible or part of communal 
programme.

1.01
1.09
1.10
1.11
1.18

2.01
2.04
2.06
2.09
2.10

3.03
3.05
3.06

IntroDuce InterMeDIAte 
DestInAtIons

try adding intermediate destinations 
to the heart of the building. these may 
include a communal reading area, a 
table-tennis room or a garden.

1.01
1.10
1.17
1.18

2.01
2.03
2.06
2.09
2.14

3.03
3.04
3.05
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MAke the BAseMent AttrActIve

If there is a basement, try to make it a 
pleasant destination, for example by 
letting in daylight. the basement is often 
directly accessible from the entrance 
lobby and is therefore ideal for collective 
functions.

1.01
1.11
1.21

2.01
2.07
2.09
2.11
2.13

3.05
3.07
3.08

4.01

MAke the courtyArD AttrActIve

turn the courtyard into a destination by 
granting access to the general public. 
Provide seating (mobile if possible), trees 
and other sources of shade, drinking 
fountains and possibly even sports 
equipment to encourage a multitude of 
use. consider offering courtyard access 
not only from the ground floor but from 
other floors through stairs and/or ramps.

1.01
1.06
1.17

2.01
2.03
2.06
2.10
2.14

3.01
3.02
3.03
3.05
3.08

4.02
4.04
4.05
4.07
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Activity Programme in residential Blocks

creAte ActIvIty sPAces For 
vArIous tArget grouPs

consider the various target groups 
who use the building when conceiving 
activities and designing activity spaces. 
the inclusive nature of activity spaces 
promotes use.

3.02
3.03
3.06

ProvIDe vIsIBle InForMAtIon

Provide central or digital information on 
the availability of sports facilities and 
any activity programmes in order to 
encourage users to exercise.

1.06
1.07

3.09

MAke ActIvIty sPAces AttrActIve 
AnD vIsIBle

Place gyms or activity spaces in 
visible places such as the first floor or 
the ground floor, with views onto the 
courtyard and the street. this underlines 
the presence of these functions and adds 
to the experience while exercising.

1.01
1.10

2.06 3.03
3.04
3.05

4.02

creAte storAge sPAce 
AnD BIcycle PArkIng

Provide secure, sheltered bicycle parking 
near the ground floor. tailor the number 
of e-bike sockets to the building’s 
intended users. consider creating storage 
space for bulky sports equipment. these 
facilities increase comfort for commuters 
and athletes.

3.07
3.08

use the courtyArD 
As ActIvIty sPAce

use the courtyard and/or the roof terrace 
as a space for (organized) physical 
activity.

3.01
3.02
3.04
3.05
3.06
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Building surroundings in residential Blocks

MAke the DetAIlIng oF street-
level FrontAges unIQue

try to give an experience to the 
surrounding public space. use consistent 
high-quality materialisation and 
design on a human scale. consistent 
detailing whilst alternating open and 
closed portions makes for a lively 
pedestrian environment along the (often 
considerable) length of the façades.

1.01
1.03

4.01
4.04
4.05
4.07

ensure ‘eyes on the street’

‘eyes on the street’: a building’s street-
level frontage can positively affect the 
sense of safety in public spaces, thereby 
contributing to walkability. try to limit 
closed (or non-programmed) sections 
on the first two floors. Make entrance 
lobbies transparent and incorporate 
awnings or canopies. try to make vertical 
routes and the courtyard visible from the 
street.

1.05
1.11
1.18

4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05
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MAke the courtyArD seMI-PuBlIc 

Make the courtyard accessible to other 
city residents as a destination or as an 
element in a secondary urban route. this 
can enliven and upgrade the courtyard. 
Access can be restricted to certain hours 
(e.g. until sunset) to prevent nuisance.

2.02
2.06
2.10
2.14

4.05
4.06
4.07

IntroDuce AttrActIve urBAn 
FunctIons

consider introducing supporting 
(public) programme at street level such 
as a newsstand, a grocery store or a 
nursery. this creates destinations in the 
immediate vicinity and generates urban 
variety within the building.

2.02
2.09
2.08
2.11

3.04
3.06
3.08

4.01
4.02
4.04

tune the nuMBer oF entrAnces to 
the surrounDIng AreA

try to increase the building’s accessibility 
and try to make it more inviting. Place 
several street-level entrances at a 
pleasant distance from one another 
and maximize their transparency to the 
surrounding area.

1.18
1.19
1.21

4.02
4.03
4.05
4.06
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school

At school, children do not only learn subjects such as english 
and mathematics, they also learn what it means to move 
through space. the spatial impressions made by assembly halls, 
classrooms, wide corridors and staircases have a lasting effect on 
a child’s spatial awareness.
school buildings tend to have 3-4 floors. these relatively low-
rise structures often facilitate vertical circulation through open 
staircases. several times a day, the corridors and stairs are used 
simultaneously and intensively by the building users and are 
therefore generously proportioned. In addition to spacious routes 
that provide opportunities for active design principles, the access 
areas of a school are often multifunctional. 
the spatial relationship between the main entrance and the 
school playground deserves some attention. the transparency of 
the building envelope and ground-floor accessibility can reinforce 
this relationship and encourage movement between the two. 
larger programme components (e.g. auditorium, gymnasium) 
deserve to be generously connected to the access system and the 
outdoor areas.

schools and the Building code
> Multifunctional use in access spaces means that it must be taken into account 

that furnishings do not affect calculated egress widths or the fire load factor.

> For floors up to 8 metres above ground level, a combined access/escape system 
may be sufficient.

> Functions on a higher floor require an additional escape route.
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routes in schools

MAke routes APPeAl to the 
senses

enhancing routes with daylight and a 
variety of colours, materials and spatial 
characteristics stimulates the senses and 
encourages physical activity.

1.03
1.11
1.12
1.16
1.22

2.01
2.05
2.09
2.12
2.14

3.01
3.04

ProvIDe MultIPle use In Access 
sPAces

consider how corridors can be replaced 
by access spaces that encourage 
lingering and a multitude of use.

1.02
1.10
1.12
1.18
1.22

2.01
2.02
2.03
2.06

3.01
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use Access systeMs As 
DIFFerentIAteD sPAce

use the spacious access system as 
a space in its own right by installing 
furniture (concentration areas, desks, 
lockers, etc.) or by configuring stairs that 
double as an auditorium or a landscape 
encouraging physical activity.

1.17
1.22

2.01
2.02
2.06
2.07
2.12

3.01

MAke the Access systeM 
encourAge socIAl eXchAnge

try to use access spaces to bring about 
social exchange throughout the building. 
up to a floor height of 8 metres, try 
to make access as open as possible. 
try to give functions on higher floors a 
qualitative connection to the rest of the 
building and/or outdoor space.

2.02
1.10
1.12
1.18
1.22

2.01
2.02
2.06
2.07
2.12

3.01
3.06
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Destinations in schools

strAtegIcAlly PosItIon 
DestInAtIons In the BuIlDIng

the auditorium, gymnasium, classrooms 
and toilet blocks are focal points for 
movement during the course of a day. 
the strategic placement of these various 
programme elements can promote 
physical activity.

1.02
1.06
1.10
1.17
1.18

2.06
2.07
2.08
2.09
2.13

3.03
3.06

4.07

turn the Access systeM Into A 
DestInAtIon

the main entrance can be a destination 
in its own right. Inspired design can turn 
it into an attractive building element 
where the alternation between lingering 
and passing through becomes a central 
theme.

1.03
1.16
1.17
1.22

2.01
2.02
2.06
2.07

3.01

ensure DestInAtIons Are 
PleAsAnt PlAces to lInger

Destinations such as the playground, the 
auditorium and the corridors are used 
more intensively if they are also pleasant 
places to linger. stimulate use through 
attention to design, orientation and a 
range of moods.

1.01
1.02
1.03
1.17

2.01
2.02
2.06
2.07
2.08

3.01
3.05

4.05
4.07
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strAtegIcAlly DIsPerse AuXIlIAry 
FunctIons

Brief walks between classes can be 
encouraged by positioning commonly 
used functions such as toilets and water 
fountains within a reasonable walking 
distance of one another.

1.02
1.11
1.13
1.17

2.01
2.02
2.03
2.08
2.12

3.04
3.07
3.08

surrounD AuXIlIAry FunctIons 
WIth QuAlIty

enhance the vicinity of frequently used 
services such as toilets, lockers and 
water fountains by introducing daylight 
and other spatial features. this makes 
these places more attractive to linger en 
encourages social exchange.

1.05
1.11
1.16
1.17

2.01
2.02
2.07
2.12
2.14

3.05

PlAce InDIsPensABle DestInAtIons 
At A DIstAnce

Functions such as auditoriums and 
gymnasiums are visited regularly. 
Physical activity may be stimulated by 
placing these spaces at a distance from 
the places where pupils usually spend 
their time.

1.02
1.06
1.12
1.13
1.17

2.01
2.05
2.06
2.09
2.13

4.07

turn the rooF Into A unIQue 
DestInAtIon

use the roof of the school as a possible 
destination. A playground on top of the 
building is a unique place and will attract 
children for play or exercise.

1.09
1.12
1.16
1.17
1.22

2.01
2.09
2.10
2.13
2.14

3.03
3.04
3.05
3.06
3.07

4.05
4.07
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1 2 3

Activity Programme in schools

encourAge ActIve PlAy In 
chIlDren

turn as many spaces as possible into 
landscapes for play and/or physical 
activity. An exciting spatial environment 
encourages children to play and to 
engage in physical activity.

1.10
1.11
1.12
1.16
1.22

2.01
2.02
2.10
2.11
2.14

3.02
3.03
3.04

4.07

turn the gyMnAsIuM Into A 
ProMInent FeAture

Make the gymnasium a visible and 
prominent part of the design to attract 
use. offer adequate transparency and 
generous daylight access. Make the 
gymnasium available for sports and 
games, also after regular school hours.

1.11
1.17

2.06
2.09
2.13

3.02
3.03
3.04
3.05
3.06

ProvIDe secure BIcycle PArkIng

Make sure sufficient secure bicycle 
parking is offered. ensure that these 
facilities are clearly visible from the 
surrounding area.

1.03 2.05 3.01
3.08

4.05
4.07

ADD MArkIngs to PlAygrounDs

encourage sports activities during breaks 
by adding markings to the playground.

3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04
3.06

4.05

ProvIDe ADDItIonAl storAge sPAce

Provide adequate storage space near 
the playground for toys. try to provide 
sufficient storage for bulkier after-school 
sports equipment such as hockey sticks 
and tennis rackets.

3.01
3.02
3.08
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4 - 6jaar

6 - 12
jaar

5 - 10
jaar

8 - 12
jaar

Building surroundings in schools

oPen uP the school to the 
neIghBourhooD

consider making school facilities 
available to the neighbourhood. A school 
playground or gymnasium can also be 
used as a neighbourhood playground 
outside school hours. consider using 
pupils or local residents to help manage 
access. this can turn the school into a 
key amenity for a neighbourhood.

2.02
2.10

3.01
3.02
3.03
3.07
3.08

4.01
4.05
4.06
4.07

tune school AnD surrounDIngs 
to one Another

Design the transition from school to 
playground on a human scale using 
consistent materials and rich detailing. 
this reinforces the spatial relationship 
between interior access routes, the 
entrance to the building and the school 
playground.

1.03
1.16
1.17
1.19

2.06
2.09
2.10
2.11
2.14

3.03
3.07
3.08

4.01
4.03
4.04
4.05
4.06
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DesIgn the oPen sPAce For A 
vArIety oF Ages

consider equipping the school playground 
with a range of equipment and 
playgrounds to suit various age groups. 
variety attracts mixed age groups, which 
in turn promotes social control.

2.07
2.10

3.01
3.02
3.03
3.06

4.01
4.02
4.05
4.07

MAke BIcycle PArkIng vIsIBle

ensure that bicycle parking facilities are 
pleasant places. For example, place them 
in a direct relationship with the school 
playground to encourage social control.

3.08 4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05
4.07
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office 
Building

office Buildings and the Building code
> In a flexible floor space or one where the layout is not yet defined, the length 

of an escape route is 1.5 times the linear distance. this may affect fire 
compartments and/or the position of stairwells.

> Building code requirements for functional transformations are less stringent 
than those for new buildings. safety aspects of any proposed solutions need to 
be assessed in collaboration with relevant authorities.

sitting behind a desk for hours on end is the daily reality for many 
people. concepts such as Alternative Workplace strategies and 
mobile technology offer opportunities to increase diversity in 
posture and physical activity.
office spaces are often planned on a large scale and may span 
several floors. For reasons of flexibility, these are often open floor 
spaces that easily lend themselves to differentiated programming 
with elements such as concentration areas, coffee corners, 
meeting rooms of various sizes and workplaces for groups or 
individuals.
Depending on the size and organisation a company, a variety 
of programmatic distributions are possible and/or desirable 
throughout a building. In the event of multiple companies leasing 
space in a building, sharing functions can be an attractive option. 
this results in pleasant walking distances between destinations 
and promotes social interaction. During (both short and long) 
breaks, employees are free to divide their time and this too 
provides opportunities for physical activity.
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routes in office Buildings

ensure stAIrWells Are 
trAnsPArent AnD AttrActIve

Make stairwells transparent and 
attractive to encourage use. use colour, 
light, material and interior views to turn 
the stair environment into a pleasant 
space.

1.01
1.02
1.09
1.12
1.21

2.08
2.12
2.13

ProvIDe (vIsuAl) connectIons 
BetWeen Floors

vertical views between floors stimulate 
the senses. try to establish open 
connections between floors that have (or 
could have) a functional relationship.

1.02
1.10
1.11
1.18
1.21

2.01
2.02
2.08
2.09
2.11

3.04
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coMBIne vertIcAl AnD horIZontAl 
routes

try combining routes to form rich and 
rewarding experiences. establish visual 
and physical connections between 
horizontal and vertical routes.

1.02
1.10
1.12
1.16
1.21

2.11
2.12

3.04

PlAce AuXIlIAry FunctIons Along 
routes

ensure that routes are programmed 
with auxiliary functions to encourage 
short breaks and walks. ensure routes 
pass kitchenettes, coffee corners, lounge 
areas, concentration areas, toilets or 
other auxiliary spaces.

1.01
1.12
1.16
1.17
1.21

2.01
2.02
2.07
2.08
2.12

3.01
3.04
3.07
3.08

enhAnce the sensory APPeAl oF 
routes

try to provide a rich sensory experience to 
reward physical activity. Apply horizontal 
variation to walking routes: this results in 
fluid spaces and changing views.

1.01
1.10
1.16
1.18
1.22

2.01
2.14
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Destinations in office Buildings

stIMulAte the MoBIle WorkPlAce

try to encourage a variety of physical 
postures. For example, give employees a 
laptop instead of a desktop workstation. 
this gives them more freedom to find 
suitable working environments and/or 
positions.

1.08
1.11
1.15
1.20

2.01
2.02
2.04
2.08
2.14

3.01
3.02
3.06
3.07
3.08

4.07

ProvIDe sPAces For restIng

Provide areas for personal resting and 
relaxation which simultaneously act as 
destinations. Productivity can be boosted 
when staff can trade the busy workplace 
for a tranquil spot where peaceful 
acoustics, natural light, greenery and 
fresh air are plentiful.

1.09
1.11
1.15
1.18

2.01
2.03
2.05
2.10
2.12

3.04
3.06
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coMBIne FunctIons to creAte 
socIAl sPAces

combining auxiliary functions such as 
toilets, kitchenettes and printers can 
provide a setting for social interaction 
and thereby form a destination.

1.10
1.17
1.16

2.01
2.02
2.07
2.13

centrAlIZe FunctIons

consider centralizing functions. these 
might include a central, well-ventilated 
print and photocopy room instead of 
printers at every workplace. Another 
option might be a central recycling 
station instead of wastepaper baskets 
beneath every desk. this not only 
encourages physical activity but also 
facilitates the separation of waste and 
the promotion of awareness.

1.06
1.11
1.17

2.02
2.04
2.08
2.12
2.13

3.04

ADD unIQue collectIve 
ProgrAMMe

Add unique (collective) programme 
functions such as a boardroom, a 
projection room or a garden room for 
informal meetings. In addition to creating 
added value for tenants, these functions 
act as destinations encouraging activity.

1.06
1.10
1.17
1.18

2.01
2.06
2.09
2.13

3.03

IntroDuce A vArIety oF 
AtMosPheres

try to create a variety of atmospheres 
in the workplace environment. human 
beings feel the need for various moods 
during the course of a day (brightly/dimly 
lit, busy/tranquil surroundings). offering 
such diversity can provide the opportunity 
for a brief stroll.

1.01
1.10
1.11
1.16
1.18

2.01
2.02
2.04
2.08
2.13

3.01
3.06

4.07

DIsPerse collectIve FunctIons

Position the communal functions of 
different companies or departments 
(e.g. consultation rooms, concentration 
areas, coffee corners) within comfortable 
walking distance of each other and the 
workplace.

1.06
1.19
1.20
1.21

2.02
2.04
2.08
2.13

3.04
3.07
3.08
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gym

Activity Programme in office Buildings

encourAge the ActIve Posture

Furnish the office with ergonomic 
furniture encouraging activity. height-
adjustable desks, high stools and high 
tables are examples of furniture that 
encourages active and a variety of 
postures throughout the day.

2.01 3.01
3.02
3.06

coMBIne lABour AnD ActIvIty

experiment by integrating exercise 
facilities into the workplace (e.g. a bike 
pedal exerciser under the desk).

3.02
3.03
3.04
3.06

4-xx
4-xx
4-xx
4-xx
4-xx

encourAge eMPloyees to cycle to 
Work

Provide secure, sheltered bicycle parking 
near the ground floor. tailor the number 
of e-bike connections to the building’s 
intended users.

3.06
3.07
3.08

4.03
4.04
4.05

ensure thAt eMPloyees cAn tAke 
A shoWer

Provide changing rooms and showers 
to encourage active commuting. these 
spaces also make lunch-hour exercise a 
comfortable option. 

3.03
3.07

MAke ActIvIty sPAces AttrActIve 
AnD vIsIBle

locate gyms or activity spaces in 
visible places such as the first floor or 
the ground floor, with views onto the 
surrounding area. consider making these 
spaces available outside office hours to 
people who live or work locally.

2.12 3.04
3.05

4.01

ProvIDe vIsuAl InForMAtIon

Provide central or digital information on 
the availability of sports facilities and any 
activity programmes to encourage users 
to exercise.

1.06
1.07

2.06
2.09

3.03
3.06
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Building surroundings and office Buildings

AvoID eMPty lots AFter oFFIce 
hours

After office hours, parking spaces for 
cars and bicycles are not in use. these 
empty lots can negatively affect the 
walkability of a neighbourhood. consider 
upgrading these areas using pedestrian 
routes, seating (mobile if possible), water 
features, public artworks and greenery.

2.03 4.01
4.02
4.05
4.07

MAke entrAnces nuMerous AnD 
trAnsPArent

create multiple street-level entrances 
that are clearly recognizable, safe and 
transparent so that the pedestrian 
area and the entrance lobby may be 
experienced. this not only encourages 
movement between the interior and the 
exterior but also promotes social control 
in the public space.

1.19 4.02
4.03
4.04

IntroDuce AttrActIve urBAn 
FunctIons

consider introducing public programme 
by adding a street-level cafeteria or 
lunchroom. this stimulates diversity at 
the urban level, it provides a destination 
for physical activity, and it adds social 
value to the surrounding area.

2.01
2.09
2.12

3.03
3.06

4.01
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Appendices
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Interviews

A: henri snel
henri snel is an architect, researcher and head of the Inter-
Architecture department at the gerrit rietveld Academie 
in Amsterdam. henri was confronted with the realities of 
Alzheimer’s when his mother was diagnosed with this disease not 
long after the turn of the century. since then he has pioneered 
ongoing interdisciplinary research into the relationship between 
Alzheimer’s disease, cognitive systems and architecture.
henri’s expertise in the fields of sensory perception and 
architecture is what drew him into the project. his substantive 
contribution to this study involved conducting a series of 
discussions with the authors, introducing relevant literature and 
his professional network.

We lIve longer AnD unheAlthIer lIves

human life expectancy continues to rise, yet our healthy life expectancy is decreasing, 
even in absolute terms. this decrease is mainly due to the prevalence of unhealthy 
lifestyle choices and the chronic diseases they lead to.

the resIlIence oF the huMAn BoDy

Many people (un-) wittingly abuse their bodies with chronic illness as a result. unhealthy 
diets, insufficient exercise, lack of rest and excessive stress levels are all major causes of 
chronic diseases. the human body can function perfectly well for 20 to 30 years before 
it starts to show signs of dysfunction. After this period, wear and tear takes its toll 
and bodily functions start to fail. In other words, the human body is actually incredibly 
resilient.

unheAlthy choIces

chronic diseases are the result of personal choices, but not necessarily a lack of 
personal responsibility. Issues of this kind are influenced by social relations, society, the 
urban environment and of course individual personality. Do you see health as something 
that happens to you? or is it a result of self-control and competence? how much 
awareness, responsibility and discipline can you muster with the aim of staying healthy?

B: Adnan Mirza
Adnan Mirza was born in Pakistan and has worked on creating 
a healthier world from six different continents. Adnan’s career 
encompasses a stint as a competitive glider pilot. he is 
currently the ceo of heartbeat ventures, an Amsterdam-based 
consultancy focused on prevention in the healthcare sector.
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c: toine schoutens
toine schoutens is a light-therapist for performance 
enhancement in top-level sports, aviation ( jet lag), welfare and 
working conditions. he is affiliated with the coronel Institute 
for occupational health at AMc in Amsterdam and the light 
and health research Foundation (solg) in eindhoven. he also 
advises the Dutch olympic committee and various sports teams. 
toine schoutens was interviewed to gain a better understanding 
of how light affects us on a daily basis. this knowledge is 
useful in designing spaces where the use of light appeals to our 
subconscious decision-making.

huMAns AnD DAylIght

human evolution has shaped us for a life lived outdoors, in daylight. We are built for 
prolonged exposure to daylight, but since the Industrial revolution people have spent 
long periods indoors, thanks in part to the invention of artificial light. however, humans 
have not yet adapted to this change in rhythm and can experience it as biologically 
disruptive.

BIologIcAl resPonse to lIght

In theory, increasing light intensity results in better concentration and productivity in 
humans. however, at certain times of day we experience a need for lower light levels in 
order to rest. In countries in southern europe, taking a siesta is commonplace and this 
suggests that humans cannot consistently function in a very bright environment. one 
reason people take a siesta is the need for contrast.

FunctIonAl lIght

Biologically, human beings need various light intensities during the course of a day. 
But instead we spend long periods staring at screens that require a static functional 
light level. Discrepancies between our biological needs and visual functionality are 
commonplace during the working day. Almost inevitably, visual functionality is 
given priority but the resulting static lighting conditions are often not good for our 
concentration or our wellbeing.

tyPes oF lIght

the intensity and colour of light have a major impact on how people feel in a situation. 
red and blue light can be used to influence human performance, for example, by 
causing a shift in the rhythm of night and day. older people often suffer from yellowing 
of the eye and homes for the elderly therefore often employ variations of blue light to 
create situations that are better suited to the biological clock of their residents.

lettIng DAylIght In

our 24-hour economy has completely disrupted our original daylight condition. the 
best way to re-attune to our biology is to use as much natural daylight as possible in our 
buildings. 

however, this is not always possible and sometimes we have to resort to artificial light. 
human centric lighting can replicate the outdoor situation, including changes in light 
intensity and colour. In this regard, o-leD is the ‘biological’ version of leD lighting, 
enabling the use of ambient light instead of a point light source. this provides greater 
light intensity with lower brightness and is better attuned to human biology.

treAtMent versus PreventIon

Adnan explains that as a society we primarily invest in the treatment of chronic disease 
and the suppression of symptoms. In other words, we as a society only start to invest 
when the damage has already been done. Adnan likes to compare the situation with 
his stint as a glider pilot. Although pilots are trained to use their superior flying skills 
in crash situations, these skills are primarily used to prevent such situations from ever 
occurring. Adnan believes that healthcare system is currently focused exclusively on the 
crash situation and far too little on prevention.

InvestIng In PreventIon

We should not expect insurance companies to initiate a shift towards investment in 
prevention. After all, it is difficult to produce hard data demonstrating the impact of a 
prevention-based approach. A modest disruption is required if change is to be effected. 
the driving forces behind such a revolution are companies such as nike, which are 
utterly committed to exercise and health. ‘Believers’ are what is needed. 

InFluencIng BehAvIour

not everyone wants to be healthy, so there will always be winners and losers in 
healthcare. It is therefore important to be realistic about the situation and to focus our 
energies on people who are willing to adopt a healthier lifestyle. the focus should be on 
companies such as nike, not on people with the lowest levels of physical activity. the 
motto should be: ‘Make the easy choice the healthy choice’.
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D: erik Platvoet
erik Platvoet is a trained architect and went on to work as a 
project architect at agencies such as ADP, developing major 
projects for leading architects including Álvaro siza, Josep lluís 
Mateo and Juan navarro Baldeweg. he is currently prevention 
advisor and spokesman for the Amsterdam-Amstelland Fire 
Department. erik was interviewed about the combination of 
physical activity and safety in buildings.

BAckgrounD: the BuIlDIng coDe

the Building code defines the minimum safety level in buildings and is used by the Fire 
Department to assess building designs. As a designer, it is important to understand the 
basics of fire safety. the legislation assumes that there can never be an autonomous 
fire in two separate fire compartments simultaneously. In addition to this precondition, 
two principles form the basis for all articles in the Building code:

neighbouring areas may not be affected by the fire in your fire compartment.1. 

you must be able to egress safely from your fire compartment.2. 

If a design meets these two conditions it is regarded as safe. the Building code should 
be seen as an aid to keep this complex subject measurable and workable for different 
building types.

DevIAtIng FroM the BuIlDIng coDe

the reasoning behind the Building code is fairly binary and most architects dutifully 
comply with its stipulations. Although the code is very well-suited to assess all aspects 
of a building’s fire safety and emergency evacuation measures, alternatives may be 
proposed. the Fire Department may discuss alternative concepts, as long as the basic 
principles of the Building code are observed. For example, required safe egress time 
(rset) calculations can offer scope to take a more realistic look at a specific situation. 

under specific conditions, situations complying with the code may in fact be unsafe 
and vice versa. evacuation concepts can turn out differently in practice because people 
often act instinctively rather than rationally in an emergency.

rAIsIng the AlArM In An eMergency

It always takes a while for the fire department to arrive. until then, building users must 
to be alerted about the situation and must be guided to safety outside of the building. 
some studies have shown that sirens or other mechanical signals are not the most 
effective way to evacuate a building. People react more quickly to instructions from a 
person (spoken-word). 

the Fire Department is currently experimenting with concepts that pair senior citizens 
with students living nearby or in the same building. this way the students can help 
senior citizens to leave the building until the Fire Department arrives. As such, mixing 
various types of users in this way may also contribute to safety.

eMergency escAPe routes

the essence of fire evacuation is enabling people to exit the affected fire compartment 
and reach a safe place by means of an escape route void of smoke and fire. the greater 
the alternatives for reaching safety, the less stringent the requirements imposed on 
escape routes. Multiple access systems therefore contribute to the safety of a building.

In larger buildings, stairs often limit the evacuation capacity of a building. Dividing a 
building into fire compartments creates areas that can function as assembly points, 
i.e. spaces where people escaping a fire can wait for a given time before moving on to a 
safer place. 

MAXIMuM egress DIstAnces

Maximum egress distances to an emergency exit can be calculated specifically or 
according to fixed formulas. Distances in spaces where the layout has yet to be defined 
are multiplied by 1.5. Please note that the calculation of a maximum travel distance 
should also take account of the situation in the event of a fire. A maximum distance of 
30 metres in an empty warehouse is obviously safer than the same length in a labyrinth.

outDoor eMergency escAPe routes 

emergency escape routes which pass through outdoor spaces are preferable because 
they reduce the influence of smoke. outdoor space can thus be used to divide up an 
escape route, and to reduce the requirements imposed upon the route. escape routes 
of this kind can be combined with recreational spaces such as gardens or areas with 
other communal functions. however, care should be taken not to obstruct the route with 
furniture or other objects.

eMergency evAcuAtIon AnD PhysIcAl ActIvIty

It is important to mention that both the Building code and the preventive measures 
imposed by the Fire Department assume self-reliance on the part of a building’s users. 
Fire fighters do not automatically enter a burning building. their primary task on 
arriving at the scene is to prevent the fire from spreading.

Modern innovations geared towards convenience and comfort such as mobility 
scooters, home automation and communications equipment discourage physical 
activity and therefore have an indirect adverse effect on self-reliance, especially in 
the elderly. efforts made to keep the elderly fit and active can therefore be seen as 
contributing to safety.
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